
High Five greeting and review of ground rules. 
Slide 4/5 - Read through L.I, S.C and key vocabulary. 

Slide 6 - Intro. Read together. Slide 7 - Dilemma 1. Class
discussion. Encourage ch to consider different points of
view and the importance of communication. Slide 8 -
Instructions for partners activity. Children will choose a
dilemma and answer the questions with their partner.
Then they create a four part comic strip. Slide 9 -
Example comic strip. Slide 10  - Dilemmas to show
children whilst they are working. Slide 11 - Ch share a
dilemma they have had recently. 

Slide 12- Reflection. Read together emphasising the
importance of asking for help or advice if they feel they
cannot cope with a situation themselves
Slide 13- Read Take Home task together. Slide 14 -
Pause, notice, breathe and play. 

InstructionsActivities & Timings

Whole class  activity - 10 minutes 

Introduction & discussion  - 5 mins 

Reflection - 5 minutes 
& Take home

Evidence: Ch could write a reflective comment in the ‘High Five’ scrapbook describing a technique they already

use, one they are going to try from the session or a positive affirmation they are going to try the next time

they are upset. 

Sign Post and Safeguard:

Assessment:  R9, R10, R11, R13, R17 

Connect
Dealing with Dilemmas

Learning Intention

To understand simple strategies to help resolve every day dilemmas with friends and family. 
Success Criteria

1. To begin to identify ways to resolve disagreements with friends and family members.
2. To know when to ask for support and who to ask.
3. To begin to see situations from other people's point of view and develop empathy.
Key Vocabulary

 dilemma, worry, empathy, resolve a problem, point of view, solution, support
Resources

small whiteboards and pens or paper for notes.

Any other comments or next steps:

Ch could create their own dilemma and ask someone else in the class to come up with an idea to
resolve the problem or the ch could come up with their own dilemma & solution and create a comic
strip which describes what happens and how each person in the dilemma is feeling,
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